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PREFACE

The material contained herein -is a revision and expansion of

Roles and Relations in Language Deep Structure, Studies -in Language

Education, Report No. 9, March 1974.

That report represented the author's attempt to synthesize his own

ideas with idegdrawn from Chomsky and Fillmore. It was obviously a

fragmentary treatment of,semantic roles and relations in language structure.

The present study reflects the author's further efforts to synthesize

ideas drawn from various theorists. It has been especially influenced

by the work of Schlesinger and Chafe. It also incorporates additional

ideas from the work of Fillmore. .

In this study, a distinction is made between semantic constructs

encoding events and thoscencOding states. In this revised modei, the

basal component of the grammar generates constructs, which consist/a a

modality index and a proposition. The proposition consists of related

basal constituents and their respective semantic roles. The operative

component 'assigns grammatical functions to basals, categorizes them as

nouns, verbs, etc., supplies syntactic features and functors, and determines

the Sequential order of elements in overt sentences. The expressive com-

ponent contains phonological (or.graphic) elements and rules.

The revisions assume the primacy of semantic structure in language,

as did the earlier version. It seems unnecessary,to call attention to

the fact that this version, like the earlier one, is highly tentative

and fragmentary.



Part I .

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The theory of transformational - generative- grammar formulated by

Chomsky (1957) emphasized the primacy of syntax in linguistics. This

theory was subsequently modified and revised by Chonisky himself and others,

and alternative theoretical concepts have been proposed. In the present

essay, suggestions are offered for further Modification, revision, and

synthesis of certain aspects of linguistic theory.

The.modified theory stated by Chomsky (1965) maintains the emphasis

on syntax. It elaborates the distinction between deep structure. and

surface structure of language and clearly distinguishes the syntactic

component from the semantic and phonological components. The syntactic

component .1s divided into band transformational subcomponents, and

the base: -is- further- divided into a categorial subcomponent and a lexicon.

The semantic and phonological components are regarded as "purely- inter- -.

pretive." Deep structures, which are generated by the base of the syntactic

component, enter the semantic component and receive semantic interpretations.

Transformational rules serve to map deep structures into surface strUctures,

which are given phonetic interpretation by the phonological rules.

Further revision and extension- of- generative-transformational theory

resulted from the attempt by Lakoff (1970) to explain exceptions to syntac-._

tic regularity. Lakoff's proposed mechanism for exceiFions led to ques-

tioning of the distinction Chomsky had made between syntax and semantics

and of the concept of a deep structure distinct from semantic representation.

The form of grammar resulting from Lakoff's investigation re'places Chomsky's

categorial subcomponent and lexicon with two systems of generative rules.
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One-of these systems defines the class -of possible semantic representations,

and the other restricts the class of possible -surface- structures.

In his"- prefatory comments, l_akoff enumerates iome implications of

his proposed exception mechanism. He thinks it would:

(1) allow- certain sentences to be derived frOm underlying structures
that more closely -refletted their semantic representations; (2)- per-

mit one to reformulate transformational rules by removing idiosyn.=
cratic-restrictions, thus permitting -transformations .in one language-
to resemble more closely transformations._ in other languages; and
1112petmitthe base rules to be simplified, seemingly in the -dirgc-

---tion of providing universal base- rules (p. ix).

These implications are obviously related to the quest for linguistic

universals, a quest which was futthered by Fillmore (1968) in his statements

concerning an. underlying set of "caselike relations" that determine syntac-

tic and semantic relations in all natural languages,.

FillmOre briefly. reviewS the recent history of speculation on language

universals. He recognizes the distinction between syntactic relations and

sequential order Of constituents and says: "A common assumption is -that

the universal base specifies the needed syntactic relations, but the assign-
%

ment of sequentialrorder to the constituents of Line structures is language

specific" (p. 1)\. 'Allusion is made to the appeals for sequence-free repre-

sentations of universal deep structure that have been made by Halliday

119661 and' Tesniere _(- 1959),

Fill more arguet convincingly that the -grammatical notion case deservei

a place in the -base component -of the grammar -of every language. He- calls

-for "a conception of 'base structure- in_ whidh -case relationships are primt-

tive- terms of the theory and- in which Such concepts- as 'subject' and- 'direct

object' are missing " (pp. 2-3).

The modification of linguistic theory proposed by Fillmore includes

the conceptual framework interpretation of case systems, with a Clear

6
\ .



distinction between deep and surface structure. In his view the base

structure of the sentence consists of a verb and one or more noun phrases,

and each noun phrase in the base structure is associated with the verb in

a particular case relationship. lie suggests two major constituents of

base structure: modality and proposition.. Modality includes ne4atton,

tense, mood, and aspect. Proposition is "a tenseless set of relationships

involving- verb§ and nouns (and embedded sentences, if there, are any)" O.

23. -Fillmore identifies six case notions: agentive, instrumental,, dative,

factitive, locative, and objective; and he recogniZes the need for addi-

tional cases, such as benefactive, comitative, and temporal:

According to Fillmore: "The case notions comprise a set of universal,

_presumably innate, concepts which identify: certiin- types of judgments =human

beings are capable of making about the events that are going on Around them,

judgments about such matters as who did it, who it happened to, and what

got cnanged" (p. 24).

The -analysis,of semantic structure formulated by Chafe (1970) was

influented by Fillmore's theory of case relationships. -Chafe takes the

position thkt a sentence is built around a predicative element (semantic

verb),_ Which is usually accompanied by one or more nominal elements (seman-.

tic nouns). These elements are reflected typitally in surface verbs and

nouns. Hit assumes that the human conceptual universe is dichotomized ini-.

tially into the =two major areas represented by these two kinds of 'elements.
\,

The area of the verb embraces states and events; the area of the noun

embraces things. Since the verb determines what the rest of the sentence

is like, the =verb is assumed to be central and the noun =peripheral.

Chafe attempts to account for certainiasic differences between the

semantic structures of selected illustrative sentences. In sentences such

7



as The wood is dry" and The rope-is tight" a moun (wood; rope) is said

to be in a certain state or condition (dry, tight). The verb is specified

as a state and it is accompanied by a noun which is its patient. Sentences

such as ','The wood dried," "Michael ran," and "Michael dried the wood"

contain ,verbs which are not specified as states. A nonstate is an event,

which can be distinguished from a state in that it answers the question

What happened? Nonstate verbs are not all alike: SOme deal with pro-

cesses, some with actions, and some with both processes and actions. In

a process a patient noun changes its state or condition. Actionverbs

express something someone does, and the agent noun specifies the performer.

of action. In sentences such as "Michael dried the wood" the verb is -both

a process and an action. As a process it involves .a change in the condi-

tion of a patient noun; as an actionactiontit expresses what the agent noun does.
1

With the exception of ambient sententes,(It's late ,_ It's raining), every

sentence contains a patient noun or an agent noun or both..

In addition to the noun-verb relations of patiejt and agent, Chafe

suggests the following- relations: experiencer (Toil wanted a drink),

beneficiary (Mary gave Tom the tickets), instrument (Tom cut the rope with

a knife), complement (Tom ran -a race), and location (The knife is.in the

box): Contenting on these seven relations, which are not necessarily all

that exist, Chafe says:

Six of these relations--all but instrument--are determined by the
presence within the verb of a certain selecti6nal unit. -A state or
process dictates the presence of a patient noun. An actibn verb.
dictates- an -agent noun. An dxperiential verb calls for ail experi-
encer, a benefactive verb d beneficiary, a completable Verb aocom-
.plement, and a locative verb a location. An instrument noun depends
basically on the presence of aniaction-process verb, ,although such
a verb does not reouire the accompaniment of an instrument" (p.,,164).

Schlesinger (1971), in an attempt to account for the structure of
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child language, formulated-a model of sentence-- production and comprehension.

Although this model is not a grammar per se, it has more in common with

Chafe's system than with Chomsky's. According to Schlesinger, psychologi-

cal generation of a sentence does not begin with anything correspondiAg

directly to the symbol S. It begins rather with the speaker's tintention

to express something. Thus, the germ of the sentence is the part of the

speaker's ,intention which he means to express in words. Schlesinger's pre

verbal representation is an input ( -I) marker as contrasted with Chomsky's

phrase (P) marker,. I markers become sentences by means of realization

rules. These realization rules determine sequential position and gramma-
.

tical category of each element -in the I marker. . Hierarchical structure

in sentence§ can be accounted for bY the ordered application of .two or more

position rules, and transformations of order can be/ managed by niaki7 rea-,

lization rules conditional.

The -I marker for "John catches the red balV includes the conceptions

Indicated by John, catch, red, and ball. -It also includes the attriLtive

relation Of red to ball, the object relation of -the red ball to catches,

and the agent relation of John to catches the.red ball. -In Schlesinger's

view, the -I markers of sentences, concepts, and relations are determined by

cognitive capacity. They are ,presumed to be universal and innate, but not

specifically linguistic nor peculiarly human.

,Schlesinger's model' was designed to deal specifically with utterances

in child language. In the two-word utterances he examined, he found the

><"
following relations expressed: agent and action (Mail come), action and

object (See sock), agent and object (-Eve lunch), modifier and head (Pretty

boat), negation and X (NO wash),, X and dative (Throw daddy), introducer and .

X (See pay), 'and X and locative (Babybighchair).



Part II

ROLES, RELATIONS, AND CONSTRUCTS

In the present essay, the proposed modifications of linguistic theory
have been influenced by Schlesinger's model, as well as Chafe's and fill

more's. The attempt is made to bring' together what appear to be valid

concepts from various theorists. Chomsky's distinction between deep and

surface structure is assumed to be valid in principle, but his ,syntactic,
semantic,_ and phonological components are rearranged. Chafe's vieW of

semantic structure,is.assumed to be essentially correct, but certain

changes both in terminology and concepts are proposed. Fillmore's

sion of subject, direct objett, etc. from the base structure is approved,
1

and it is further p.oposed that syntactic categories (noun, verb, etc.)

be also excluded =fr m the base. The need for specifying an underlying= set

of caselike relatio s is recognized, and this need- is met by speCifying

semantic units called roles.

The -rationale for specifying roles is related to the fundmental

concept of structure. In brief, a structure consists of parts in relation
to one another; the relation defined by the roles of the parts. For

example, the family is a structured entity composed of individuals, and each

individual has a role which defines -his relation to others in the faniily.

A man -has the role of father, a, woman the role of mother, a boy the role of--
sOn, and girl the role of daughter. But within the structure Of the

family there are substructures. In the conjugal relationship the man has

the role of husband, and the woman has the role of wife. In the sibling

relationship the boy has the role of brother, and the girl has the role of

sister. The relationships of individuals to one another are defined by the



roles of the individuals, and the same individuals take different roles in

different relationships.

The analogy of family structure with language structure is not perfect,

of,c urse, but it does illustrate the need for role identification in

specifying relations of constituent parts. Since role is basic to the

concept of relation, it follows that role identification is necessary for

precision in describing the relations of eleinents in semantic structures.

Since the concept of role can be applied to entities underlying verbs as

well as nouns, analysis based on role identification is potentially more

exact than ana4sis based on case relations. Thus the explanatory efficacy

of a theory of emantic relationi" can be enhanced by recognizing roles,as

semantic units. ,The importance of caselike relations -is not diminished i
\ \

.it these relatiO s are precisely defined by specifying the roles of basal

eons ti tuents .

The =input for linguist-ic encoding is identified at the perceptual

I

level.. Perceived e\lents and states are encoded At the- basal linguistic

i

level as structurd
I
entities which may be riefeizred tb as constructs. The

-'\

\
I \

\

.

output at the overt level, after appropria1te syntactic and phonological
. ..

elements are supplied, is the structured- linguistic entity called the

, ..
I

sentence. Language is thus viewed as being divided -, for purposes of dis-

cussion -, into three compOnents: a- _basal dornppnent, an. operativecomponent,
.

.

. , -

and an expressive component.

The basal component generates constructs,. Which consist-of antodaltty

index and a proposition. Te modality index distinguishes .assertions from

queries, requests, suppositi ns,'etc., depending on how the event or state

is viewed; it als6 ciistinguisies negation, from affirmation, non-continuing

from continuing operations', ar non-current from current states and eve I:s.
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The propoiition consists of related basal constituents and their respedtive

roles. The relations,' of these basals in the proposition are defined by

their respective roles. (3asals may.also be related within. subconstructs,

which take roles as constituents-of-propositions in the larger constructs.

Roles tWat may occur in constructs encoding states include attribute,

classification, nomination, and posseSsor. These roles ac5ompany_basals

underlying words referring respectively to qualities, classes, names, and

"owners" of things (animate, inanimate, and abstract entities are included

in things). The object role, which is semantically neutral, occurs in

constructs encoding non- ambient states and may also occur in cons truct
N

encoding events.

Constructs encoding events may have as central role either..*cess or

action. The process role is associ/ated with change of state and !the action

role with activity. A separate/ designation is needed for the role associated

with activity that results in a change of state; fOr want of a beliter term,

affect is used to designate that role.. The patient role is associated with

something that undergoes a change of state and the agent role.with the

initiator of activity. -The instrument role accompanies basals underlying

_words referring to the means -by\which something is done. Roles _of time-
. /

and location are associated with words and p rasps inditating temporal and'
.

,

spatia l orientation.
\\

Some of the roles listed above may occur -etther with basal-s or with-

subconstructs. Additional roles associated: primartly- with subCo-nstructs
r-

are cause,-condition, and degree. The -list of roles_ is obviously incomplete,

and ,both the names antitthe descriptions may- requite revision. Nevertheless,_

the incomplete list provides a means of accounting for the semantic Structures

1,2-
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underlying a variety of sentences. The following outline is illustrative:

I. A semantic construct may encode a state or an event.

A. A state may consist of:

, 1 'attribute and object (The ball is pretty).;
2. classification and object (The ball is a toy);
3. nomination and object (That is a' ball);

'4. possessor and object (The ball is Pat's).

B. An event may consist of:
1. process and patient (The baby grew);

,- 2. action and agent (The baby. w.lked);
3. affect, patient, and a/ ;ex' bathed the baby);

instrumentf(with a c1( in the kitchen),
and time (thisomoraing) :Hay also be included. -,-

II. A semantic subconstruct has a role which defines its relation.
to the larger construct of Which it is. a part (e.g.-, the role
of condition accompanies the subconstruct underlying if he
could- in The baby Would walk if he could")..

An adequate list of roles would permit formulation Of a set -of

4".
.generative rules. Such rules might take the followingqirm:

.,. ,

1,-. Construct ----) Modality + Proposition

-' t..ate \ '
2. Propositfon

Event

Attribute \

Classification
+ Object

3. State Nomination
Possessor

Process + PatIent )
4. Event --> Action + Agent

Affect + Patient + Agent )

The operative component is divided into subcomponents, one of which

assigns grammatical functias (subject, predicator, direct object, etc:)

OW

to basal constituents and categorizes them= as nouns, verbs, adjectives or

adverbs:. ries`C nd subcoMponent supplies syntactic features .d functors.

=Rules determining squT,:it-i-Al Iposition of elements in overt structure also \

belong to the operative comP-inespt.



-
/\

.

N-
The expressive component consists primarily of phonological elements----,,,,,

/
anchsules, but it is viewed broadly enough to include graphic and other

,

forms of linguistic expression. Since this essay is primarily do cerned

with semantic and-syntactic structure, no attempt is made here to deal

with-the expression component in detail.

The relationships of the components to one another and to the overt

sentence Pare illUstra.ted in the diagram below.

Sentence.

Basal Component

r
1 1

1 ,
Modality

r ''" 1

: Proposi ti on....
r

1- (Basals and
r

Subconstructs I I

and =their
b -> I
I

1 Roles) 1

% 1

Operative Component

Function and
Category

Features and
FunctOrs

Sequence Rules

'Expressive Component

I Phonological

->1 Elements and
I- 1 Rules

V.>

A practical problem arises frOm the need for unique symbols to

represent basal constitueOts in explanatory diagrams. Of all available

alternatives, the least objectionable seems to be a_- system of alphabetic,

representation modified to distinguish symbols-vfor basals from symbols

for overtly expressed words. Thus, the basal constituents underlying

words will be represented by upper case letters in diagrams showing

sentence derivations. Illustrative examples are*given in the following

paragraphs.

The construct underlying "The baby walked" encodes an event rather

than a state. The modality index indicates that the event is viewed as

actual rather than potential, an assertion rather than a query, an

1-4



affirmation rather than a negation; and that.it is not current nor con-

tinuing. The proposition is made up of two basal constituents and their

roles:. WALK, with action role, and BABY, with agent role.

In the operative component, WALK is assigned predicator function and

p sitiong in sequential order. It is categorized as a verb and the.past

tense suffix. -ED -is supplied. BABY is assigned subject function', with

position 1 in sequential order. It is categorized as a noun and is accom-

panied by the definite article, THE. Appropriate phonological elements and

rules are added in the expressive component to produce the overt sentence.

) The derivation of "Thetaby walked" is represented'in part in the

following diagr6:

-Construct

-Basal

COmponent: Modality
;.query-

-Ootentfal
-negation
-continuing-

- current

Propositiom

Action
=WAL K

Operative.

Component: Declarative

-Past TenSe

,-Predicator 2- Subject 1
Verb YPO.
tiffix /-ED/- Vefin*_

ArticT6',ITHE/

Expressive
Component: (Appronriate 'phonological elements and rules)

-Sentence:- Thetaby=walked.
2

The sentence "-Is_ the=baby walking?" has the-same basal constituents
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and. roles as "The baby walked." The differences between the two sentences

are accounted-for in the modality index and in the operative component.

The modality index for "is the baby walking?" indicates query of a current

and continuing event. The operative component indicates an interrogative

sentence with progressive aspect and present tense. It also supplies the

suffix and the auxiliary BE. The auxiliary is given position 1 in

=Sequential order and the verb is given position 3.

The following diagram represents the derivation of "The baby is

Construct

happy."

Basal.

Component: Modal ty
-query

-potential

N

Proposition

- negation :Attribute . 0 ject
+current -HAPPY BABY

Operative
Componen,t: Declarati ve Predicative- 3

Adjective
Present Tense Copula /BE / 2

(7

Subject -1

Noun
Definite
Article /THE/

Expressive
Component: (Appropriate phonologtcal elements and rules

Sentence: The liaby is happy.
1 2-

The construct encodes a State rather than lin event, and the state is

perceived as current. The proposition has two/ basal s : BABY with the

-semantically-- neutral role of _object, and -HAPPy- _with- attribute_ rol-e. HAPPY_
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is categorized as adjective, with predicatiye function-. The predicator

function is served by the copula BE.

The sentence "The happy baby walked" results from a construct whose

:proposition includes a subconstruct. The derivation is represented in

the follOwing diagram (component labels are omitted in-order to save space).

Construct

-Modality

=query

-potential,
- negation_

- continuing

= current

Declarative

Past- Tense

Proposition

-A-cti

WALK,

Predicator 2
Verb

Suffix / -ED/

Agent
Subconstruct

Attribute
hAPPY

Modifier lb
Adjective

SUbjett 1
HOun-Thrase

Object
-BABY

Head =1c

lioun

Definite

Article /THE/ la

_(Appropriate--phonologital-elements =and rules)-

Sentence: The haft bak. waiked.

The subconstruct has two basal constituents: BABY, with object.role,

and HAPPY, with attribute role. HAPPY- is categorized as an adjective with

modifier function, and BABY- is categorized as a noun with head function.

Together they make up a stru ture categorized as a noun phrase with subject

17
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function. The sequence of elements in the noun phrase is indicated by the

letters a, El, and c.

Similarly, other syntactic structures -such as- subordinate clauses and-

participle phraset would be -derived,from ,constructs containing- subtonstructs.

Each subconstruct would have its own role in basal structure; its function,

category, and sequential _position would be determined by the' operaii ve

component.

Differences between "It is good that the baby laughs" and "That the

baby laughs is good" are accounted for in operative. component. "That

the baby laughs is good " -i=s derived -las follOws:

Modal i ty

-query
-potent i al

- negative

+current

Decl aratiye

Present Tense

Tropes ti On

Attribute
GOOD

Predicative 3
Adjective.
Copula /BE/ 2

Object'

Subconstruct
L-=

Acti on_

[Ant .

Predlcator lb
Verb`.;

Suffix /-S/

-Subject_ 1_

Nouri:C-1 ause

Relative -'

/THAT]

Agent_

BABY

Subject la
Noun
Definite
Arti c -1 e ./THE/

(- Appropriate phonological' elements and rules-)

Sentence: That the baby laughs is good...

18



BABY and LAUGH combine in a subconstruct with object role. The result-

ing noun clause, introduced by the relative furictor THAT, functions as

subject of the overt sentence.

"It' is good that the baby laughs" has the same basal component as

"That the baby laughs is good." The di fferent operative component is

illustrated_ below.

tiodal i ty

-query
- potential

- negati -ve

+current

Declarative

PreSent 'tense

Construct

Attri bute

GOOD

Predicative 3
Adjective
Copula /BE/ 2

Subject 1
Expletive /IT/

Pro osi ti on`,

_Object

SubcOnstruct

= Complement 4

/ Noun -Clause-

-P.el ati ye-

/THAT/

Action Agent
LAUGH -BABY

Predicator 4b Subject 4a
Verb Noun
Suffi x ./ S Defini=te_

Arti cl e- /THE/

-( Appropri ate phono ogifcal :elements _and- rules-)

Sentence: It is good that the gab laws.
2 3

The expletive IT , which functi ons as subject of the 'overt sentence,

has no equi val ent in the basal component and is therefore represented as

originating in the operative component. \That the baby 1 aughs s a noun

19



clause funotioning as complement of the predicative adjective and is

assigned position 4 in the overt sentence.

1.1

20

16.



Part III

APPLICATIONS IN TEACHING AND RESEARCH_

Ihe proposed modifitations in linguistic theory have numerous

implications for.research in"language-related areas. The proposed division

into basal, operative, and expressive components allows a clear focus on

semantic structure, and recognition of role as a semantic unit permits

precision in analy/Sis of
3)

semantic constructs.
(

`The-fact tha/t the same construct can-take different overt forms-

accounts for the possibilitygt=stylistic diversity in language. .Some-
/

times the overt difference. result'from optional rules governing sequential

order of elements, sometimesfrom optional insertion of functors, sometimes

iron optional suppression of basals, etc. Conversely, the fatt that dif,

ferent constructs can sometimes take identical overt forms accounts for the

possibility of structural ambiguity in language =. Thus, the distinction

between constructs and sentences has iMplicitions for some of the practicil

problems that arise in teaching language.

- .Since- the ability tospertetve-events and- states _and.fo/encode them in
/ .

semantic- constructs is universally shared-by- 'language _users-, the basal

component of-language cannot -be regarded as language-specific. The semantic

--elementt implicit in modality-and-in-/the basal constituents/ and their-eoles

may.be-assumed_to vary little, if any, from-one language to-znother, The

gramMatical features and-functors Aerived ftom the operative- component

and -the phonological- elements zndirules_ from the,expressivezcomOonentzccount

rfbr most-of the differences among languages_, -as ;well zs Aifferences.among-

different dtaletts of the same language{. The-possibility7ofAescribing a-

tasal*-cothponent-common to all natural languages hat implications-for research-

17
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in teaching and learning second languages and dialects. It' also has impli-

cations for research in the feasibility of using computers .in language

trans 1 ati on..
.0

In a fundamental sense, sentences are viewed as linguistic output;
but once uttered, they become events in perceptual and cognitive experi-
ence. Thus, it is possible that a language may be influenced by feedback

-from its own overt forms. If the 'environment in which a- specific language

evolves either encourages or discourages the perception and cognitive

processing of certain kinds of phenomena,. the capacity of that language

to. deal efficiently with such phenomena may be altered accordingly. To

some extent, a language both sh -apes= and is shaped by- the experiences

i ts users.

!l.. the normal= course of language-=acquisition--and- development,_the -child

begins- -with- great- potential= but liMitecFexpertence and ski -i1.- Sincethe
/perteptual- and_ cognitive -is restricted:by-matUrational

levet, the -ab-i-lity to fortri constructs -must be similarly -restricte4 like-

wise, the- ability to -use the operatiVe and -expressive =resources of

it severely restricted- at the =initial- stages- of -language development. Appa--

rently, th'e-child 's early- utterances _are- essentially restricted )Constructsi

with- a minimum -of the- necessary -_phoriological_ elements add almost _no- oPera-
/

tive elements.

Individual differences in language may be accounted for in part by -g

differences in experience and in part by differences in perce1ptual and cog-
/nitive capacity. Individual deficiencies in ability to perceive related/

parts of events and= states, regardless of =the origins of those, deficiencies,

would necessarily lead to limited ability to encode.thosei.events and states

in- semantic cons =tructs. Individuals may also differ, for various reasons,
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in the degree to which they develop mastery of the operative and expressive

resources of their language.

Since linguistic comprehension apparently involves a process which is

the reverse of linguistic expression, the proposed modifications in lin-

guistic theory have implications for research in listening and reading com-

prehension. -In speaking or writing, perceived events and states are encoded

in constructs which are given syntactic and phonological or graphic features
,

in the operative and expressive components. In listening or reading, overt

structures must be perceived and decoded. This decoding occurs at three

levels, corresponding to the expressive, operative, and basal components

of language. At the expressive level .combinations of phonological or

graphic symbols are perceived by the listener/reader. At the operative

level= cues of syntactic structure are perceived. At the basal level= the

semantic features and relationships of constituents in constructs are

perceived. To the extent that the decoded construct matches the construct

encoded by the speaker/writer, comprehension has occurred.

Although the proposed modiffcations of linguistic theory_are tentative

and incomplete, their further refineme'nt should result in a system which

will be widely applicable in teaching and in research in applied linguistics.
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